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Option 1 - The Light Touch 
Designed as a transitional intervention, ‘the light touch’ cores holes 
into the existing concrete channel to introduce riparian planting. The 
patternation	of	 holes	 are	positioned	 to	divert	 the	water	 flow	 into	 a	
meander, whilst reinterpreting the channel into a piece of land art. 

The intervention aims to harness the natural systems of the creek 
to develop a successional naturalisation of the channel. The creek 
flows,	 create	 a	 build	 up	 of	 sediment,	 encouraging	 further	 riparian	
growth	 to	 slowly	 populate	 the	 channel	 over	 time.	 The	 creek	 flows	
will also displace the concrete material to increase the speed of its 
decomposition without heavy machinery. The acceptance of natures 
inherent processes allow the creek to be free to design its own future.

Analysis

The analysis of this option tests whether any introduction of vegetation 
within	 the	 existing	 concrete	 channel	 can	 be	 tolerated	 (regarding	
impact	 on	 flood	 levels).	 It	 demonstrates	 that	 even	 the	 smallest	
introduction of vegetation will result in increased water levels. This 
increase does not directly impact surrounding assets and property, but 
leads	to	the	question	“does	it	have	an	indirect	impact	on	flooding	in	
council’s	system?”.	This	cannot	be	confirmed	without	complex	storm	
event modelling but in the absence of such analysis, is tolerable in 
short sections where there are no council pipe outlets.

3.1 Concept Options
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Existing share path retained section

Existing share path realigned section

Existing informal path retained

Existing concrete channel with planted cut outs

Existing concrete channel side break outs
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Option 2 - Channel Breakouts
Building on ‘the light touch’, Option 2 introduces breakouts into 
the channel wings for further riparian planting opportunities and 
to	 accommodate	 further	water	 volume.	Again,	 this	 intervention	will	
harness the natural systems of the creek to develop a successional 
naturalisation of the channel. 

To	allow	the	breakouts	to	occur	will	require	modification	of	the	earth	
banks and a realignment of the formal sharepath. To ensure the 
significant	 existing	 trees	 are	 not	 impacted	 the	 breakouts	 will	 occur	
where the share path can be realigned without removing trees.

Analysis

The	flooding	objective	for	this	option	was	to	ensure	no	increase	to	the	
1%	AEP	water	level	by	providing	compensatory	earthworks	adjacent	
to planting within the invert of the channel.  The outcome of this 
analysis	was	to	define	an	extent	of	earthworks	required	to	offset	the	
hydraulic impact of increasing roughness within the channel.

Outcomes	 of	 this	 analysis	 indicate	 that	 significant	 earthworks	 is	
required	 to	offset	 the	 impact	of	 any	 vegetation	within	 the	concrete	
channel.
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Existing share path realigned section

Existing share path bridging section

Existing informal path reinstated at a lower level

Existing informal path bridging section

Proposed blue-green creek corridor
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Option 3 - Replicate Upper Creek
Taking precedent from the naturalised upper creek this option aims 
to establish a continuation of existing creek ecologies. Removing the 
concrete channel and establishing riparian planting would increase 
surface	 roughage	 and	 see	 a	 subsequent	 decrease	 in	 flow	 capacity	
and increase in water levels during storm events. To mitigate this 
earthworks	 to	 increase	 the	 conveyance	 area	 (cross-section)	 will	 be	
undertaken. This will tend to widen he base of the creek and steepen 
the	 adjacent	 edges	 that	 are	 currently	 above	 the	 concrete.	 This	will	
also involve;

• lowering the informal path

• relocating the formal sharepath

• creating bridging moments in both paths 
to	allow	water	levels	to	fluctuate

• three substantial ponds. The second of these involves 
excavating an area known to contain contamination. 

Analysis

In addition to providing compensatory earthworks, this option seeks to 
provide	significant	natural	amenity.		This	option	resulted	in	excavation	
of approximately 24,000m3 of material to ensure the conveyance of 
the waterway is maintained.

The design retains the existing surface levels near the existing bridge 
abutments.	 A	 hydraulic	 model	 used	 in	 the	 analysis	 of	 this	 design	
shows that this results in a localised increase in water levels.  There 
are no pipe outlets within these areas and the resulting Q100 water 
surface	 is	 still	 well	 below	 adjacent	 property	 levels.	 	 It	 is	 therefore	
unlikely to result in an adverse impact however further modelling is 
recommended as the design progresses into detail. 
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Existing share path aligned with Brosnan Crescent

Stormwater pipes managing urban excess

Existing informal path reinstated at a lower level

Existing informal path bridging section

Proposed blue-green chain of ponds
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Option 4 - Ponds and Pipes
Bringing together hard and soft engineering aimed to create an 
option that supports a ‘chain of ponds’ with best possible in-stream 
ecology and capacity for the public to experience this. The concrete 
channel is removed and replaced with stormwater pipes that manage 
the	 frequently	 occurring	 urban	 water	 excess.	 These	 flows	 have	 a	
detrimental impact on stream ecology and separating them into the 
pipe will help to support a more diverse ecology. Only a select and 
defined	flow	from	local	council’s	storm	water	pipes	are	directed	into	
the	creek	floor	to	support	the	pond	ecologies.

The interventions in Option 3 are again implemented in Option 4 
however to create additional volume the formal sharepath is integrated 
into Brosnan Crescent. This gives space for further ecologies and 
informal tracks on both sides of the creek.

Analysis

The	proposed	underground	pipes	 (6x1200mm	diameter	RCP),	were	
chosen	 based	 on	 the	 capacity	 of	 pipes	 flowing	 full	 being	 roughly	
equal	to	the	1	year	ARI	flow	of	24m3/s.

The	 high	 cost	 of	 these	 pipes	 needs	 to	 be	 justified	 by	 significant	
ecological	 benefit.	 This	 option	 uses	 every	 opportunity	 afforded	 by	
the land available and does not use cost as constraint, however, the 
flow	 frequencies	and	velocities	would	 still	be	higher	 than	 in	natural	
conditions	and	 the	 resulting	equality	of	 the	creek	ecosystem	would	
be uncertain.
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Site	 opportunities	 have	 been	 identified	 and	 framed	 under	 the	 four	
principle	themes	defined	previously.	Corresponding	to	these	themes,	
four concept design options were developed to explore opportunities 
and interventions to varying levels to achieve the strategic vision 
of	 the	 Moonee	 Ponds	 Creek	 Plan.	 These	 concept	 options	 were	
interrogated with stakeholders to create a concept representing a 
shared understanding of its future implementation. The opportunities 
guided the design process, future actions and fundamentally tested 
its success. These are listed in the following pages. 

TOOLKIT 1 2 3 4
THE LIGHT TOUCH CHANNEL BREAKOUTS REPLICATE UPPER CREEK PONDS AND PIPES

Concrete Channel Concrete channel retained with planted 
cut out sections to the base.

Riffle	plates	control	flows,	providing	
greater oxygenation of the water, 
additional protection against scour and 
to improve the visual look of the existing 
concrete channel. 

The existing sides of the channel are 
retained as is.

Concrete channel retained with planted 
cut out sections to the base.

Partial removal of the concrete channel, 
including the incorporation of ephemeral 
wetlands.

Demolition of the existing concrete 
channel and replacement with a 
vegetated embankment and channel.  

The concrete channel is demolished  
and the creek bottom is altered  
to provide stream diversity.  

Stormwater Flows A	naturally	roughened	creek	base	results	
in	minor	reductions	in	flood	conveyance.

A	localised	increase	in	the	channel	
cross	section,	allowing	for	greater	flood	
storage capacity. 

The creek channel is widened to 
compensate for the reduction in the 
carrying capacity as a result of the 
roughened surface.    

Urban	excess	flows	move	along	the	
vegetated channel.

The creek channel is widened to 
compensate for the reduction in the 
carrying capacity as a result of the 
roughened surface.    

Underground	stormwater	pipes	convey	
the	main	urban	excess	flows	so	that	a	
more	natural	frequent	flow	pattern	could	
be experienced in the vegetated channel 
above.

Ponds No ponds No ponds Deeper ponds slow water velocity, 
promoting plant establishment and allow 
sediments and pollution to drop out. 

Shallower ponds maintain a more 
consistent water level supporting the 
establishment of more specialized 
habitats. 

E.05 ON-LINE (CREEK)

CREEK MODIFICATIONS

On-line creek strategies operate within the creek 
corridor itself and involve direct modification to the 
form and function of the creek to achieve water 
quality improvements, manage peak flows and 
improve habitat and biodiversity.  In many cases, these  
modifications respond directly to the community 
concerns expressed over many years for the removal 
of the concrete channel13, and the replacement with 
alternative materials and forms that support the 
natural systems in operation along the creek.

The precise impact of each tool will depend on the 
location along the creek and the size and configuration 
of the intervention. It is recognised that all on-line 
creek modifications will require greater levels of 
maintenance than the existing concrete channel and 
will be constrained in terms of configuration, potential  
location and cost where each tool can be deployed. 
Each proposition will need to be carefully modelled 
and tested in detail to understand the effect of each 
tool, including changes to flood conveyance and 
capacity.

13 Please refer to Creek Stories chapter for a detailed 
description of these concerns.

Tool 20 - Riffle Choke Over Existing Channel

A riffle choke point to control flow, provide greater 
oxygenation of the water, additional protection against 
scour and to improve the visual look of the existing 
concrete channel. Large rocks are laid directly over 
the channel, completely covering the concrete and 
providing a roughened creek surface, while the 
existing sides of the channel are retained.

This tool is similar hydraulically to Tool 19, and will 
result in minor reductions in flood conveyance (due to 
the rougher surface). This tool has been implemented 
in a number of places along the creek in the past 25 
years. Examination of these riffle choke points reveals 
accumulation of sediments in between the rocks 
and some riparian plant colonisation, although plant 
establishment is hampered by the velocity of water 
and limited growing medium. This option is better both 
ecologically and aesthetically than Tool 19.

Melbourne Water have noted that riffle choke points 
will cause sediment and litter deposition requiring  
more frequent maintenance. Consequently, this tool 
should be considered in conjunction with the off-line 
tools noted previously that will help capture sediment 

Tool 19 - Weir & Pool Over Existing Channel

A weir across the creek to create larger standing 
pools of water over the existing concrete channel. 
This is a relatively cheap and easy method with some 
small environmental benefits and significant visual 
improvements, although it can present a barrier to fish 
movement and affect flooding. This tool has already 
been implemented in a number of locations along the 
creek to control the flow of water. Given the limited 
environmental benefits, it is recommended for use 
only when other more effective tools are not available.

and litter prior to entering the creek.

Tool 21 - Riffle Choke Point

A riffle choke point to control flow, provide greater 
oxygenation of the water, additional protection against 
scour, greater habitat and to improve the visual look of 
the creek. A section of the existing concrete channel 
is removed and replaced with large rocks over the 
entire length of channel, providing a roughened 
creek surface, resulting in minor reductions in flood 
conveyance.

The removal of the channel allows the bathymetry and 
width of the creek to be altered, creating some deeper 
pools of water between the rocks, thereby providing 
enhanced habitat opportunities for aquatic species. 
Greater soil depth allows more plant establishment, 
particularly towards the edge of the channel where 
water velocities are less. The removal of the concrete 
channel, re-grading of the embankment (greater width 
and less steep) and the construction of the riffles 
allows for low level creek crossings, improving access 
to the water’s edge and connectivity across the creek.

Tool 22 - Boulder Channel

Demolition of the existing concrete channel (or a 
portion thereof) and replacement with a constructed 
rock boulder channel and wall.  The creek channel 
must be widened to compensate for the reduction 
in the carrying capacity as a result of the roughened 
surface.   

This detail can implemented in a variety of ways, 
depending on the available space and flow regime.  
The rocks  slow water velocity and catch sediment, 
encouraging plant establishment.
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On-line Creek Hydrology

Proposed Condition

Existing Condition 

Tool 31 - Embankment Dike / Flood Levees

Artificially raised ground in the form of earthen 
embankment dikes may need to be constructed 
where peak flows cannot be contained within the 
creek channel. An increase in peak flows may be a 
result of climate change or modifications to the creek 
channel which have resulted in changes to the flow 
regime of the creek. Levees have previously been 
used extensively in the low lying southern sections of 
the creek catchment in Kensington, where flood risk 
is high. Flood embankments were first constructed in 
1888 when the railway to Flemington was constructed.

While this tool is not preferable, embankment 
dikes may be deployed in short lengths in local 
circumstances to mitigate flood risk to adjacent 
properties, and should only be used in conjunction 
with other modifications that allow for the removal 
of the concrete lining and improvements to creek 
health and biodiversity.  Reduced public access is to 
be avoided through such measures. Embankment 
dikes can be constructed from fill made available by 
modifications to the creek channel, or gabion walls 
which support planting (to increase habitat for urban 
wildlife). Stormwater inlets may require screw gates to 
prevent flooding within the stormwater pipes.

Tool 30 - Remove or Relocate Obstructions

Remove or relocate unnecessary obstructions to 
flooding that are currently located within the creek, 
such as advertising pylons and signage. There are 
a number of these located in the southern section 
of the creek, adjacent to the freeway. These are 
extremely disrespectful to the creek environment,  
are visual pollution and  contribute to a reduction in 
flood capacity within the channel. Discussions with 
VicRoads as the managing authority should take place 
to ensure these elements are not permitted within 
the creek corridor, or relocated onto other structures 
within the road corridor, taking into consideration the 
visual impact on the surrounding area.

Tool 32 - Daylighting and Flood Diversion Pipe

Daylighting

The daylighting of stormwater pipes can provide a 
viable stormwater treatment option that could be 
integrated with harvesting for reuse. Daylighting 
also increase the community’s awareness of a pre-
existing watercourse that currently remains hidden. 
Site constraints, stormwater flows and the depth of 
these pipes need assessment. Opportunities may 
include the tributaries of the Moonee Ponds, major 
stormwater outlets and existing flooding easements.

Flood diversion pipe

A flood diversion pipe conveys excess flood water 
from the creek channel to adjacent open space, such 
as the Moonee Valley Racecourse, where there is 
sufficient space for flood detention and treatment. This 
option seeks to reconnect the creek with it’s original 
floodplain in circumstances where urban development 
has encroached upon the creek’s floodplain.  Flood 
waters can be treated at the outflow and stored for 
a period of time, prior to release back to the creek.  
Alternatively, excess water can be reused for irrigation.  

Investigation should be undertaken to ascertain the 
viability of this tool and its effectiveness in reducing 
flood risk further downstream. 

Tool 33 - Channel Deepening

Deepen the creek channel to provide greater flood 
capacity.  In most cases, this will not be possible as  
the creek is already deeply incised into the landscape, 
making further deepening both impractical and costly. 
However, this can be considered in locations where 
the creek valley flattens out and there is sufficient 
space to undertake deepening.

While this tool is not preferable, channel deepening 
may be considered in short lengths in local 
circumstances when used in conjunction with 
other modifications that allow for the removal of the 
concrete lining and improvements to creek health and 
biodiversity.

Recent investigations undertaken by Melbourne Water 
in the Arden Macauley precinct have identified this as 
an option in the lower portions of the creek where the 
land is significantly flatter and costs of deepening not 
as great, but only in areas above tidal influence.

Tool 34 - Upstream Detention

The Jacana retarding basin has provided effective 
flood protection for the middle and lower portions 
of the creek since its construction in the late 1960’s. 
Melbourne Water has undertaken recent dam safety 
upgrade works at Jacana that indicate the retarding 
basin can cater for the 1:100 ARI flood event and that 
there is no future requirement to provide increased 
flood storage capacity.

It is important to note that the implementation of 
channel modification options along the creek below 
Jacana noted in this investigation assume that all 
upstream peak storm flows will continue to be 
managed effectively by the Jacana retarding basin (as 
confirmed by Melbourne Water) and that only storm 
water runoff from the catchment below Jacana need 
be considered in the assessment of these options.

However, it is also noted that climate change may 
alter the frequency and severity of flood events and 
that additional upstream detention may be required 
to accommodate an increase in peak flows brought 
about by climate change, and a likely increase in storm 
frequency and rainfall intensity.
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Tool 27 - Meander Bench / Terrace (Left & Right)
A benched terrace with a billabong or wetland 
located on the inside bend where water velocities 
are lower and scour less problematic, allowing 
for plant establishment.  The meander bench 
removes straight sections of concrete lined or 
earthen creek channel (which causes faster 
flowing water and scour) and re-introduces 
meanders into the creek alignment to slow water 
velocity and provide greater habitat diversity.

The meander bench provides greater floodplain 
capacity, allowing for creek modifications 
locally and downstream. It offers significant 
environmental and aesthetic benefits, although 
sufficient space in the creek corridor is required 
for implementation.

Tool 28  - Flood Runner

A high flow diversion path that connects across a 
peninsula, joining two sections of the creek by a 
shorter more direct route, allowing more efficient 
conveyance of flood waters. It operates in high 
flow or flood situations, alleviating bottlenecks and 
helping to mitigate upstream floods. Downstream 
effects need to be carefully analysed to ensure flood 
risk is not increased. The spatial constraints within 
the creek corridor make the implementation of this 
option difficult along sections of the creek below Bell 
Street. Potential sites include, for example, the former 
watercourse at Herbert Street.

Tool 29 - Lower Sports fields

Lower sports fields and ovals located adjacent to the 
creek to sit within the 1:100 year flood zone, thereby 
reclaiming the floodplain and expanding flood storage 
capacity.  This may allow for downstream channel 
modifications including the removal of sections of 
concrete lining. This acknowledges that over time 
large areas of the creek floodplain have been lost 
to land development, including the construction of 
sports ovals, substantially reducing flood storage 
capacity.

In principle, the lower the field, the greater the flood 
capacity and the more scope for channel modification. 
Conversely, the lower the field, the more frequently 
it will flood and the greater disruption to sports 
activities.   Lowering sports fields to the 1:20 flood 
zone may represent a suitable trade off between 
inconvenience and capacity. These compromises 
clearly illustrate the competing objectives and 
demands common along the creek.

There is potential that lowering sportsfields will lessen 
the impact of flood waters downstream, a current 
constraint in the State Government’s Arden Macaulay 
precinct in the City of Melbourne

Cut off meanders can potentially play an impor-
tant role in trapping sediment and litter as well 
as supporting habitat. 

Potential sites for restoring cut off meanders 
include Herbert Street, Esslement Reserve, the 
Five Mile Creek confluence and at each of main 
tributaries, such as Melville Creek and West-
breen Creek. The Trin Warren Tam-boore Wet-
lands model could be utilised for these areas. 
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3.2 Concept Development

CONCEPT OPTIONS
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TOOLKIT 1 2 3 4
THE LIGHT TOUCH CHANNEL BREAKOUTS REPLICATE UPPER CREEK PONDS AND PIPES

Share User Path
3500mm

Share user path retained on western 
bank.

A	redesign	at	the	Odin	Street	and	
Brosnan	Crescent	junction	provides	
improved access to the Strathmore 
North Primary School.

Majority	of	the	share	user	path	retained	
on the western bank.

Realigned to deviate around localised 
increase in the channel cross section. 

Shared	user	path	reconfigured	on	
western bank to bridge over the 
proposed increases in the channel cross 
section. 

A	handle	rail	will	be	required	on	the	
creek side of the path.

A	redesign	at	the	Odin	Street	and	
Brosnan	Crescent	junction	provides	
improved access to the Strathmore 
North Primary School.

The path offers direct connection to 
Lebanon Reserve.

Brosnan	Crescent	is	reconfigured	
to provide a 4.75-5.5m bidirectional 
vehicle travel lane providing room for an 
integrated shared user path.

A	redesign	at	the	Odin	Street	and	
Brosnan	Crescent	junction	provides	
improved access to the Strathmore 
North Primary School.

The path offers direct connection to 
Lebanon Reserve.

Trail
1500mm

Trail retained on eastern bank. Trail retained on eastern bank.

Realigned to deviate around localised 
increase in the channel cross section. 

Trail	reconfigured	on	eastern	bank	to	
bridge over the proposed increases in 
the channel cross section. 

Trail	is	lowered	to	a	1:5	flood	level	to	
provide maintenance access and better 
connection with the creek stream.

Trail	reconfigured	on	eastern	bank	to	
bridge over the proposed increases in 
the channel cross section. 

Trail	is	lowered	to	a	1:5	flood	level	to	
provide maintenance access and better 
connection with the creek stream.

Track
750mm

No tracks No tracks Tracks provided in Herbert Reserve. Tracks provided in Herbert Reserve and 
on the western banks of the creek. 

Tracks contain steep sections and 
informal steps, particularly where the 
track accesses the creek.

Path Bridges Path bridges retained Margaret	Street/Odin	Street	path	bridge	
retained

Herbert Reserve/Lebanon Reserve path 
bridge	relocated	to	align	with	Adelaide	
Street.

Margaret	Street/Odin	Street	path	bridge	
replaced.

Herbert Reserve/Lebanon Reserve path 
bridge	relocated	to	align	with	Adelaide	
Street.

Margaret	Street/Odin	Street	path	bridge	
replaced.

Herbert Reserve/Lebanon Reserve path 
bridge	relocated	to	align	with	Adelaide	
Street.

Low Level Water 
Crossings

No low level water crossings No low level water crossings No low level water crossings Low level water crossings allow direct 
access to the water’s edge enhancing  
the creek experience and resolves  
significant	problems	with	limited	
interaction with the water due to the 
steep embankment. The underground 
pipes	accommodate	high	flows	allowing	
low level water crossing to be safer.

Shared User Path

35001000 1000

clearclear

Trail
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Track
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F.05 PATHWAYS

PATHWAYS

Pathways are the primary organising structure for the 
linear park, allowing continuous access along the 
entire creek corridor and connecting a wide variety 
of different activities. The path network is crucial in 
linking elements along the linear park and providing 
neighbourhood connectivity.

Because the pathways exist along the entirety of 
the linear park, they provide boundaries between 
different activities, materials and plantings. The use of 
pathways as buffers between different mosaic types 
is an important management tool, allowing clear 
boundaries between areas with different maintenance 
and regimes of care.

 What the Community Asked For

The community has consistently requested 
improvements to the path network along the creek, in 
particularly resolution of existing conflicts along the 
path, as well as an expanded range of path types and 
options.

Types of Pathways

There are three path types proposed along the linear 
park; the shared user path, trails and tracks. Each path 
type offers a different range of experiences and uses, 
and where they are deployed along the linear park will 
depend on each location, the available space and the 
types of adjacent activities.

COMPONENT 03 - SHARED USER PATH

This is the main path of travel which forms a central 
spine along the entire length of the linear park. This 
path offers the most direct route along the linear park, 
and is connected to major park entry points. Due 
to the litany of problems with the existing pathway, 
consideration should be given to reconstructing the 
entire shared user path along the length of the park.

Purpose

This pathway caters for higher volumes of traffic and 
is shared between pedestrians, cyclists and other 
users.  The pathway primarily caters for slower speed 
recreational use, as well as commuter use and is 
designated a Strategic Cycling Corridor.  Speeds along 
the path should be lower (<20 kph), with higher speed 
activities accommodated on adjacent roadways (for 
example, high speed commuter access).

Geometry & Design

The pathway is divided into two opposing lanes of 
traffic separated by a line marking. Due to the spatial 
constraints in many locations along the linear park, a 
segregated path system (which separates pedestrians 
and cyclists) is not feasible.

Where possible, the shared user path is located out of 
the flood zone to maintain function during peak flows.  
Generally because it is a higher use activity, the path 
should be aligned further away from the creek to avoid 
disturbance to sensitive habitat zones and plantings, 
and to minimise the need for barriers and balustrades 
(which are currently required where there are adjacent 
steep embankments to the creek channel).

Where possible, the alignment of the path should 
allow clear, unobstructed sight lines and avoid sharp 
bends. Because this path needs to cater for the widest 
variety of user, it should be designed in accordance 
the principles of universal access and in accordance 
with Australian standards.01

01 Compliant with AS1428

Shared User Path Width

The shared user pathway should be constructed to 
a typical width of 3.5 meters (1.75 meter lane ways) 
with an unobstructed clear zone of 1 metre on either 
side of the path. This creates a typical 5.50 meter 
wide shared path corridor and provides an acceptable 
balance between the provision of sufficient space for a 
range of activities to coexist safely versus the need for 
a spatially efficient path footprint where there is limited 
width along the creek corridor. 

In some locations along the creek where there is 
limited space, the shared user path may need to be 
elevated to achieve the appropriate width.

Pathway Construction

The shared user pathway should be constructed 
from a practical and durable material, such as in situ 
concrete.  This material should be used along the 
entire length of the path to provide visual continuity 
along the linear park.

Consideration should be given to the colour and 
texture of the pathway, in particular to lighter colours 
with higher reflection (albedo) coefficients, thereby 
minimising heat gain and contributing less to the 
urban heat island effect.

The planting of shade trees adjacent to the pathway 
(and outside the clear zone)can also help reduce heat 
gain, as well as provide amenity for users.

COMPONENT 04 - TRAIL

These are secondary paths that cater for a range 
of activities including walking and jogging, and are 
connected to and accessed from the shared user 
pathway. Generally trails allow pedestrian access 
to areas within the linear park and along the creek 
with particular qualities and experiences and may 
incorporate frequent rest stops and viewing areas.

Speeds along trails are significantly slower. Often 
trails may be located on one side of the creek and 
connected to the shared user path on the opposite 
side by bridges. When combined with the shared user 
path, trails can form segments of loops and circuits. 

Trails are designed by ease of access in mind, 
however, these paths less formal and may not comply 
with accessibility standards due to the existing 
topography of the creek.

Trail Width

Trails should be constructed to a typical width of 1.5 
meters.

Trail Construction

Trails should be constructed from a practical and 
durable material, such as compacted gravel or granitic 
sand.  

COMPONENT 05 - TRACK

These are informal tertiary paths accessed from the 
trails and provide access to locations along the linear 
park and to the creek itself. Tracks are often not direct 
and may be one way (cul de sac). Tracks are intended 
for pedestrians only, or for maintenance access.

Tracks may contain steep sections and / or informal 
steps, particularly where the track accesses the creek 
itself. Consequently, tracks generally are not compliant 
with current accessibility standards.

Track Width

Tracks should be constructed to a typical width of 0.75 
meters.

Track Construction

Tracks are typically constructed from compacted earth 
or armoured with gravel, particularly when located 
within the floodplain of the creek.
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F.05 PATHWAYS

PATHWAYS

Pathways are the primary organising structure for the 
linear park, allowing continuous access along the 
entire creek corridor and connecting a wide variety 
of different activities. The path network is crucial in 
linking elements along the linear park and providing 
neighbourhood connectivity.

Because the pathways exist along the entirety of 
the linear park, they provide boundaries between 
different activities, materials and plantings. The use of 
pathways as buffers between different mosaic types 
is an important management tool, allowing clear 
boundaries between areas with different maintenance 
and regimes of care.

 What the Community Asked For

The community has consistently requested 
improvements to the path network along the creek, in 
particularly resolution of existing conflicts along the 
path, as well as an expanded range of path types and 
options.

Types of Pathways

There are three path types proposed along the linear 
park; the shared user path, trails and tracks. Each path 
type offers a different range of experiences and uses, 
and where they are deployed along the linear park will 
depend on each location, the available space and the 
types of adjacent activities.

COMPONENT 03 - SHARED USER PATH

This is the main path of travel which forms a central 
spine along the entire length of the linear park. This 
path offers the most direct route along the linear park, 
and is connected to major park entry points. Due 
to the litany of problems with the existing pathway, 
consideration should be given to reconstructing the 
entire shared user path along the length of the park.

Purpose

This pathway caters for higher volumes of traffic and 
is shared between pedestrians, cyclists and other 
users.  The pathway primarily caters for slower speed 
recreational use, as well as commuter use and is 
designated a Strategic Cycling Corridor.  Speeds along 
the path should be lower (<20 kph), with higher speed 
activities accommodated on adjacent roadways (for 
example, high speed commuter access).

Geometry & Design

The pathway is divided into two opposing lanes of 
traffic separated by a line marking. Due to the spatial 
constraints in many locations along the linear park, a 
segregated path system (which separates pedestrians 
and cyclists) is not feasible.

Where possible, the shared user path is located out of 
the flood zone to maintain function during peak flows.  
Generally because it is a higher use activity, the path 
should be aligned further away from the creek to avoid 
disturbance to sensitive habitat zones and plantings, 
and to minimise the need for barriers and balustrades 
(which are currently required where there are adjacent 
steep embankments to the creek channel).

Where possible, the alignment of the path should 
allow clear, unobstructed sight lines and avoid sharp 
bends. Because this path needs to cater for the widest 
variety of user, it should be designed in accordance 
the principles of universal access and in accordance 
with Australian standards.01

01 Compliant with AS1428

Shared User Path Width

The shared user pathway should be constructed to 
a typical width of 3.5 meters (1.75 meter lane ways) 
with an unobstructed clear zone of 1 metre on either 
side of the path. This creates a typical 5.50 meter 
wide shared path corridor and provides an acceptable 
balance between the provision of sufficient space for a 
range of activities to coexist safely versus the need for 
a spatially efficient path footprint where there is limited 
width along the creek corridor. 

In some locations along the creek where there is 
limited space, the shared user path may need to be 
elevated to achieve the appropriate width.

Pathway Construction

The shared user pathway should be constructed 
from a practical and durable material, such as in situ 
concrete.  This material should be used along the 
entire length of the path to provide visual continuity 
along the linear park.

Consideration should be given to the colour and 
texture of the pathway, in particular to lighter colours 
with higher reflection (albedo) coefficients, thereby 
minimising heat gain and contributing less to the 
urban heat island effect.

The planting of shade trees adjacent to the pathway 
(and outside the clear zone)can also help reduce heat 
gain, as well as provide amenity for users.

COMPONENT 04 - TRAIL

These are secondary paths that cater for a range 
of activities including walking and jogging, and are 
connected to and accessed from the shared user 
pathway. Generally trails allow pedestrian access 
to areas within the linear park and along the creek 
with particular qualities and experiences and may 
incorporate frequent rest stops and viewing areas.

Speeds along trails are significantly slower. Often 
trails may be located on one side of the creek and 
connected to the shared user path on the opposite 
side by bridges. When combined with the shared user 
path, trails can form segments of loops and circuits. 

Trails are designed by ease of access in mind, 
however, these paths less formal and may not comply 
with accessibility standards due to the existing 
topography of the creek.

Trail Width

Trails should be constructed to a typical width of 1.5 
meters.

Trail Construction

Trails should be constructed from a practical and 
durable material, such as compacted gravel or granitic 
sand.  

COMPONENT 05 - TRACK

These are informal tertiary paths accessed from the 
trails and provide access to locations along the linear 
park and to the creek itself. Tracks are often not direct 
and may be one way (cul de sac). Tracks are intended 
for pedestrians only, or for maintenance access.

Tracks may contain steep sections and / or informal 
steps, particularly where the track accesses the creek 
itself. Consequently, tracks generally are not compliant 
with current accessibility standards.

Track Width

Tracks should be constructed to a typical width of 0.75 
meters.

Track Construction

Tracks are typically constructed from compacted earth 
or armoured with gravel, particularly when located 
within the floodplain of the creek.
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Movement + Access

Existing freeway underpass at Holbrook Reserve 

- the quality of these spaces are extremely poor

F.06 BRIDGES & UNDERPASSES

PARK CONTINUITY

The shared user path is by and large continuous 
along the entire linear park, avoiding the need 
for pedestrians and cyclists to cross directly over 
roads. This is possible due to numerous bridges and 
underpasses which are extremely important to the 
functionality and experience of the park and creek. 

The location of bridges and underpasses along the 
shared user path help link the different elements of 
the linear park and provide greater neighbourhood 
connectivity.

Loops & Circuits

The location and spacing of bridges and underpasses 
along the shared path also has a significant effect on 
the creation and performance of loops and circuits for 
walking, jogging or riding, which add considerably to 
the usability of the shared user path. Loops typically 
contain pathways on both sides of the creek linked by 
bridges and underpasses, allowing for a continuous 
connection without the need to double back. Optimal 
circuit lengths can vary, but typical lengths are 4 
kilometres for walking and 8 kilometres for jogging. 

Types of Bridges & Underpasses

There are a range of different types of bridges and 
underpasses which contribute to the experience and 
function of the linear park including - 

1. Low level water crossings;

2. Path bridges;

3. Roadway underpass;

4. Wildlife underpass;

5. Vanberg linear bridge;

6. Land bridge;

7. Upgraded road bridges.

COMPONENT 10 - LOW LEVEL WATER CROSSINGS

Low level water crossings allow direct access to 
the creek and water’s edge. The provision of more 
low level water crossings will greatly enhance 
the experience of the park and help resolve a 
significant problem with the existing channel which 
limits interaction with the water due to the steep 
embankment.

Low level water crossings can be designed in 
conjunction with a range of tools identified in the 
Water Investigation.  This includes the reconstruction 
of riffles within the creek channel, where boulders are 
placed directly within the channel to help oxygenate 
the water and provide greater stream habitat diversity. 
The careful placement of boulders can also allow 
greater access to the water, as well as access across 
the creek at strategic locations.

COMPONENT 11 - PATH BRIDGES

Bridges allow access across the creek and should be 
located where access to the linear park is required 
from adjacent neighbourhoods, or where access from 
one neighbourhood to another is required. Bridges are 
crucial for good neighbourhood connectivity and form 
an extremely important component of the linear park.

Bridges should be located at convenient intervals 
along the creek and linked to paths and trails to allow 
the creation of loops and circuits. Typical bridge 
intervals are approximately 800 metres.

Existing Bridges

Many existing bridges along the creek are poorly 
designed, lack integration into the path network 
and are noncompliant to current access standards. 
Consideration should be given to upgrading and/
or replacing these bridges over time, including the 
Montague Street boardwalk. An audit of all existing 
bridges should be undertaken.

New Bridges

There are a number of locations where additional 
bridges should be constructed to improve the 
functionality of the linear park. This includes a bridge 
over the creek at Debney’s Park that will allow direct 
access to the Capital City Trail, thereby avoiding the 
Mount Alexander Road bridge.

COMPONENT 12 - ROADWAY UNDERPASS

Numerous road and freeway underpasses represent 
one of the most problematic experiences along the 
linear park. The quality of these spaces is extremely 
poor and are detrimental to the overall experience and 
function of the linear park. 

In all cases, this infrastructure has not been 
designed for people (or animals); the underpasses 
are noisy, dark, dirty and dehumanising and greatly 
disrupt the experience of the linear park. Due to 
height restrictions, these spaces are more regularly 
inundated, preventing access along the path during 
peak flows. Significant improvements and upgrades 
are required to resolve these components.

Underpass Upgrades

Upgrading these spaces is difficult due to the 
constraints of building within the flood zone and the 
need to avoid loss of capacity and snags, as well 
as constraints to modifying the infrastructure itself, 
including head height limitations. 

Nonetheless, creative options to improve all roadway 
underpasses should be explored, including raising 
the path above the flood zone (where possible), 
painting the underside of the concrete infrastructure, 
interesting pavement materials and patterns, light 
and sound installations, artworks, overhead cladding 
to hide unsightly concrete beams and regular 
maintenance and cleaning. Contributions to solve 
this problem should be sought from the owners and 
managers of this infrastructure, including VicRoads 
and CityLink.
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PATHWAYS

Pathways are the primary organising structure for the 
linear park, allowing continuous access along the 
entire creek corridor and connecting a wide variety 
of different activities. The path network is crucial in 
linking elements along the linear park and providing 
neighbourhood connectivity.

Because the pathways exist along the entirety of 
the linear park, they provide boundaries between 
different activities, materials and plantings. The use of 
pathways as buffers between different mosaic types 
is an important management tool, allowing clear 
boundaries between areas with different maintenance 
and regimes of care.

 What the Community Asked For

The community has consistently requested 
improvements to the path network along the creek, in 
particularly resolution of existing conflicts along the 
path, as well as an expanded range of path types and 
options.

Types of Pathways

There are three path types proposed along the linear 
park; the shared user path, trails and tracks. Each path 
type offers a different range of experiences and uses, 
and where they are deployed along the linear park will 
depend on each location, the available space and the 
types of adjacent activities.

COMPONENT 03 - SHARED USER PATH

This is the main path of travel which forms a central 
spine along the entire length of the linear park. This 
path offers the most direct route along the linear park, 
and is connected to major park entry points. Due 
to the litany of problems with the existing pathway, 
consideration should be given to reconstructing the 
entire shared user path along the length of the park.

Purpose

This pathway caters for higher volumes of traffic and 
is shared between pedestrians, cyclists and other 
users.  The pathway primarily caters for slower speed 
recreational use, as well as commuter use and is 
designated a Strategic Cycling Corridor.  Speeds along 
the path should be lower (<20 kph), with higher speed 
activities accommodated on adjacent roadways (for 
example, high speed commuter access).

Geometry & Design

The pathway is divided into two opposing lanes of 
traffic separated by a line marking. Due to the spatial 
constraints in many locations along the linear park, a 
segregated path system (which separates pedestrians 
and cyclists) is not feasible.

Where possible, the shared user path is located out of 
the flood zone to maintain function during peak flows.  
Generally because it is a higher use activity, the path 
should be aligned further away from the creek to avoid 
disturbance to sensitive habitat zones and plantings, 
and to minimise the need for barriers and balustrades 
(which are currently required where there are adjacent 
steep embankments to the creek channel).

Where possible, the alignment of the path should 
allow clear, unobstructed sight lines and avoid sharp 
bends. Because this path needs to cater for the widest 
variety of user, it should be designed in accordance 
the principles of universal access and in accordance 
with Australian standards.01

01 Compliant with AS1428

Shared User Path Width

The shared user pathway should be constructed to 
a typical width of 3.5 meters (1.75 meter lane ways) 
with an unobstructed clear zone of 1 metre on either 
side of the path. This creates a typical 5.50 meter 
wide shared path corridor and provides an acceptable 
balance between the provision of sufficient space for a 
range of activities to coexist safely versus the need for 
a spatially efficient path footprint where there is limited 
width along the creek corridor. 

In some locations along the creek where there is 
limited space, the shared user path may need to be 
elevated to achieve the appropriate width.

Pathway Construction

The shared user pathway should be constructed 
from a practical and durable material, such as in situ 
concrete.  This material should be used along the 
entire length of the path to provide visual continuity 
along the linear park.

Consideration should be given to the colour and 
texture of the pathway, in particular to lighter colours 
with higher reflection (albedo) coefficients, thereby 
minimising heat gain and contributing less to the 
urban heat island effect.

The planting of shade trees adjacent to the pathway 
(and outside the clear zone)can also help reduce heat 
gain, as well as provide amenity for users.

COMPONENT 04 - TRAIL

These are secondary paths that cater for a range 
of activities including walking and jogging, and are 
connected to and accessed from the shared user 
pathway. Generally trails allow pedestrian access 
to areas within the linear park and along the creek 
with particular qualities and experiences and may 
incorporate frequent rest stops and viewing areas.

Speeds along trails are significantly slower. Often 
trails may be located on one side of the creek and 
connected to the shared user path on the opposite 
side by bridges. When combined with the shared user 
path, trails can form segments of loops and circuits. 

Trails are designed by ease of access in mind, 
however, these paths less formal and may not comply 
with accessibility standards due to the existing 
topography of the creek.

Trail Width

Trails should be constructed to a typical width of 1.5 
meters.

Trail Construction

Trails should be constructed from a practical and 
durable material, such as compacted gravel or granitic 
sand.  

COMPONENT 05 - TRACK

These are informal tertiary paths accessed from the 
trails and provide access to locations along the linear 
park and to the creek itself. Tracks are often not direct 
and may be one way (cul de sac). Tracks are intended 
for pedestrians only, or for maintenance access.

Tracks may contain steep sections and / or informal 
steps, particularly where the track accesses the creek 
itself. Consequently, tracks generally are not compliant 
with current accessibility standards.

Track Width

Tracks should be constructed to a typical width of 0.75 
meters.

Track Construction

Tracks are typically constructed from compacted earth 
or armoured with gravel, particularly when located 
within the floodplain of the creek.
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- the quality of these spaces are extremely poor

F.06 BRIDGES & UNDERPASSES

PARK CONTINUITY

The shared user path is by and large continuous 
along the entire linear park, avoiding the need 
for pedestrians and cyclists to cross directly over 
roads. This is possible due to numerous bridges and 
underpasses which are extremely important to the 
functionality and experience of the park and creek. 

The location of bridges and underpasses along the 
shared user path help link the different elements of 
the linear park and provide greater neighbourhood 
connectivity.

Loops & Circuits

The location and spacing of bridges and underpasses 
along the shared path also has a significant effect on 
the creation and performance of loops and circuits for 
walking, jogging or riding, which add considerably to 
the usability of the shared user path. Loops typically 
contain pathways on both sides of the creek linked by 
bridges and underpasses, allowing for a continuous 
connection without the need to double back. Optimal 
circuit lengths can vary, but typical lengths are 4 
kilometres for walking and 8 kilometres for jogging. 

Types of Bridges & Underpasses

There are a range of different types of bridges and 
underpasses which contribute to the experience and 
function of the linear park including - 

1. Low level water crossings;

2. Path bridges;

3. Roadway underpass;

4. Wildlife underpass;

5. Vanberg linear bridge;

6. Land bridge;

7. Upgraded road bridges.

COMPONENT 10 - LOW LEVEL WATER CROSSINGS

Low level water crossings allow direct access to 
the creek and water’s edge. The provision of more 
low level water crossings will greatly enhance 
the experience of the park and help resolve a 
significant problem with the existing channel which 
limits interaction with the water due to the steep 
embankment.

Low level water crossings can be designed in 
conjunction with a range of tools identified in the 
Water Investigation.  This includes the reconstruction 
of riffles within the creek channel, where boulders are 
placed directly within the channel to help oxygenate 
the water and provide greater stream habitat diversity. 
The careful placement of boulders can also allow 
greater access to the water, as well as access across 
the creek at strategic locations.

COMPONENT 11 - PATH BRIDGES

Bridges allow access across the creek and should be 
located where access to the linear park is required 
from adjacent neighbourhoods, or where access from 
one neighbourhood to another is required. Bridges are 
crucial for good neighbourhood connectivity and form 
an extremely important component of the linear park.

Bridges should be located at convenient intervals 
along the creek and linked to paths and trails to allow 
the creation of loops and circuits. Typical bridge 
intervals are approximately 800 metres.

Existing Bridges

Many existing bridges along the creek are poorly 
designed, lack integration into the path network 
and are noncompliant to current access standards. 
Consideration should be given to upgrading and/
or replacing these bridges over time, including the 
Montague Street boardwalk. An audit of all existing 
bridges should be undertaken.

New Bridges

There are a number of locations where additional 
bridges should be constructed to improve the 
functionality of the linear park. This includes a bridge 
over the creek at Debney’s Park that will allow direct 
access to the Capital City Trail, thereby avoiding the 
Mount Alexander Road bridge.

COMPONENT 12 - ROADWAY UNDERPASS

Numerous road and freeway underpasses represent 
one of the most problematic experiences along the 
linear park. The quality of these spaces is extremely 
poor and are detrimental to the overall experience and 
function of the linear park. 

In all cases, this infrastructure has not been 
designed for people (or animals); the underpasses 
are noisy, dark, dirty and dehumanising and greatly 
disrupt the experience of the linear park. Due to 
height restrictions, these spaces are more regularly 
inundated, preventing access along the path during 
peak flows. Significant improvements and upgrades 
are required to resolve these components.

Underpass Upgrades

Upgrading these spaces is difficult due to the 
constraints of building within the flood zone and the 
need to avoid loss of capacity and snags, as well 
as constraints to modifying the infrastructure itself, 
including head height limitations. 

Nonetheless, creative options to improve all roadway 
underpasses should be explored, including raising 
the path above the flood zone (where possible), 
painting the underside of the concrete infrastructure, 
interesting pavement materials and patterns, light 
and sound installations, artworks, overhead cladding 
to hide unsightly concrete beams and regular 
maintenance and cleaning. Contributions to solve 
this problem should be sought from the owners and 
managers of this infrastructure, including VicRoads 
and CityLink.
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Bidirectional Travel Lane

The recommended width 
for bidirectional lanes, also 
known as yield lanes, is 
4.75–5.5 m. On low-volume 
streets without transit 
routes, vehicles moving in 
opposite directions can yield 
to one another as they pass. 

Turning Lanes

The recommended width for 
turn lanes or pockets is 3 m
or narrower if truck volumes 
are low. If wider turn radii 
are needed, channelization, 
recessed stop bars, or curb 
extensions are preferable 
to wide curbside turn lanes. 
Where larger effective turn 
radii are needed, such as 
where transit vehicles or 
trucks turn, a recessed 
stop bar may be used on the 
receiving side. See 9.2: Design 
Vehicle and Control Vehicle.

Travel Lanes

The recommended width 
for through lanes shared by 
cars, two-wheeled motorized 
vehicles, and occasional full-
size transit vehicles is 3 m. 
This width serves all of these 
vehicles while discouraging 
high speeds. Lanes that 
are 2.7 m wide may be used 
in streets with speeds of 
30 km/h or lower.

Large Vehicles Lanes

Through lanes of mixed 
traffic shared with trucks and 
buses may be 3–3.3 m wide. 
Curbside travel lanes may 
also be 3.3 m wide. Remnant 
width should not be added to 
the lane.

Geometry

Designing Streets for People
Designing for Motorists
Travel Lanes

3–3.3 m 4.75–5.5 m 3 m2.7–3 m

Source: Global Street 
Design Guide

CONCEPT OPTIONS
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Aquatic & Riparian Cut out holes provide space for riparian 
planting. These naturally roughen 
the channel base resulting in an 
accumulation of sediments encouraging 
successional plant growth. 

Cut out holes provide space for riparian 
planting. These naturally roughen 
the channel base resulting in an 
accumulation of sediments encouraging 
successional plant growth. 

An	extension	of	the	riparian	and	aquatic	
planting found along the creek line north 
of the study area.

Riparian	and	aquatic	planting	that	
support a range of habitats.

Rocks and carefully secured logs 
alter water movement and various 
combinations of rocks, gravel, sand and 
silt create a mosaic-like stream bottom, 
providing	habitat	diversity	for	aquatic	
species.

Embankment Planting No embankment planting. Incorporation of ephemeral wetlands 
through breakouts expand habitat along 
the channel line into the embankments.

Additional	embankment	plantings	will	
be used to stabilise the banks, protect 
against	erosion	and	provide	significant	
habitat improvements in these areas.

Tree planting will not be in these areas as 
they will slow water velocities.

Embankment plantings used to 
stabilise the banks, protect against 
erosion	and	provide	significant	habitat	
improvements. 

Tree planting will not be in these areas as 
they will slow water velocities.

Appropriate	placement	of	rocks	to	
improve habitat, but not compromise 
hydrological function.

Embankment plantings used to stabilise 
the banks and protect against erosion. 

Embankment plantings will include larger 
trees which overhang the creek, helping 
to regulate and cool water temperatures 
within the creek.

Closed Woodland Existing tree planting protected and 
retained.

Existing tree planting protected and 
retained.

Some	required	tree	removal	to	allow	for	
path realignment. 

Extensive tree and under story planting 
to replace any removed trees to 
maintain the historical tree density of the 
Moonee	Ponds	Creek	and	encourage	
successional tree growth.

Extensive tree and under story planting 
to encourage successional tree growth.

Open Woodland Existing tree planting protected and 
retained.

Additional	tree	and	under	story	planting	
to encourage successional tree growth.

Extensive tree and under story planting 
to replace any removed trees  to 
maintain the historical tree density of the 
Moonee	Ponds	Creek	and	encourage	
successional tree growth.

Extensive tree and under story planting 
to encourage successional tree growth.

Grassland Existing grasslands retained. 
Maintenance	schedule	revised	to	
maintain un-mown grassland ecologies.

Existing grasslands retained. 
Maintenance	schedule	revised	to	
maintain un-mown grassland ecologies.

Existing grasslands retained. 
Maintenance	schedule	revised	to	
maintain un-mown grassland ecologies.

Existing grasslands retained. 
Maintenance	schedule	revised	to	
maintain un-mown grassland ecologies.

Ecology

COMPONENT 24 - AGRICULTURAL GARDEN

These are plantings contained within community 
gardens located along the linear park.  These plantings 
are diverse and may contain many non indigenous 
species, particularly flowering and food plants. 
These gardens provide greater plant heterogeneity 
and  opportunities for pollination for bees, thereby 
increasing the urban ecology of the linear park.

COMPONENT 23 - BUFFER PLANTINGS

These are plantings on the edge and adjacent to 
the linear park and creek and provide an important 
role in buffering the creek corridor from the effects 
of urban activity and pollution. As ecologist Amy 
Hahs notes “by planting trees, shrubs and other 
plants within the urban matrix we can moderate the 
local climatic conditions such as temperature and 
atmospheric water, as well as reduce the flow of 
wind along urban canyons, and thereby create less 
extreme environmental conditions in the landscapes 
surrounding important patches of native vegetation.” 
Buffer plantings help absorb air pollution from existing 
road infrastructure, thereby improving air quality. 
These plantings also improve visual amenity by 
screening unsightly infrastructure and reinforcing the 
green corridor.
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role in buffering the creek corridor from the effects 
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plants within the urban matrix we can moderate the 
local climatic conditions such as temperature and 
atmospheric water, as well as reduce the flow of 
wind along urban canyons, and thereby create less 
extreme environmental conditions in the landscapes 
surrounding important patches of native vegetation.” 
Buffer plantings help absorb air pollution from existing 
road infrastructure, thereby improving air quality. 
These plantings also improve visual amenity by 
screening unsightly infrastructure and reinforcing the 
green corridor.
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These are plantings contained within community 
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and  opportunities for pollination for bees, thereby 
increasing the urban ecology of the linear park.
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These are plantings on the edge and adjacent to 
the linear park and creek and provide an important 
role in buffering the creek corridor from the effects 
of urban activity and pollution. As ecologist Amy 
Hahs notes “by planting trees, shrubs and other 
plants within the urban matrix we can moderate the 
local climatic conditions such as temperature and 
atmospheric water, as well as reduce the flow of 
wind along urban canyons, and thereby create less 
extreme environmental conditions in the landscapes 
surrounding important patches of native vegetation.” 
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Resting Places Seating areas are positioned at 
contemplative moments along the linear 
park where individuals or small groups 
of	people	can	pause	and	enjoy	the	creek	
environment.

Seating areas are positioned at 
contemplative moments along the linear 
park where individuals or small groups 
of	people	can	pause	and	enjoy	the	creek	
environment.

Seating areas are positioned at 
contemplative moments along the linear 
park where individuals or small groups 
of	people	can	pause	and	enjoy	the	creek	
environment.

Resting places including scenic 
lookouts over the creek, bird hides for 
bird watching, sun bathing spots, and 
seating. 
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contemplative moments along the linear 
park where individuals or small groups 
of	people	can	pause	and	enjoy	the	creek	
environment. 

Resting places including scenic 
lookouts over the creek, bird hides for 
bird watching, sun bathing spots, and 
seating. 

Gathering Spaces Gathering space located at Strathmore 
North Primary School, ideal for 
pedestrian and cycle pick up and drop 
off.

Gathering space located at Strathmore 
North Primary School, ideal for 
pedestrian and cycle pick up and drop 
off.

Gathering space located at Strathmore 
North Primary School, ideal for 
pedestrian and cycle pick up and drop 
off.

Educational learning platforms and 
opportunities to interact with water such 
as platforms and stepping blocks.

Gathering space located at Strathmore 
North Primary School, ideal for 
pedestrian and cycle pick up and drop 
off.

Gathering	spaces	located	at		adjoining	
park entry. 

Educational learning platforms and 
opportunities to interact with water such 
as platforms and stepping blocks.

Play Spaces and 
Recreation

No play space interventions. Lebanon Reserve play space redesigned 
for nature play.

Oak Park Reserve play space retained.

Lebanon Reserve and Oak Park Reserve 
cricket nets retained.

Lebanon Reserve and Oak Park Reserve 
play space redesigned for nature play.

Lebanon Reserve and Oak Park Reserve 
cricket nets relocated.

A	connected	series	of	play	opportunities	
along the creek that explore the theme 
of water and nature and allow for the 
interaction with natural elements and 
materials.

Lebanon Reserve play space redesigned 
for nature play.

Oak Park Reserve play space relocated 
to interface with the creek corridor.

Lebanon Reserve and Oak Park Reserve 
cricket nets relocated.

Social Recreation

F.09 ACTIVITIES

MOSAIC ACTIVITIES

Urban ecologies consist of people, animals and plants 
living together within the urban environment. The 
arrangement of these elements along the creek in a 
compatible, harmonious manner is a key objective of 
the linear park.  The mosaic of activities describes the 
type, location and configuration of different activities 
to be found along the linear park.

Creek Dependant Activities

In the past, the creek has been the repository for a 
wide array of different activities and experiences, often 
unrelated to the creek environment in which they sit. 
As the population of the city and pressures on the 
creek rise, it will become more and more important 
that these activities respect the underlying ecology 
and biodiversity of the creek, and that unrelated and 
inappropriate activities are discouraged. 

In the same way that activities on coastal land must 
now be ‘coastal dependant’, activities along the 
Moonee Ponds Creek should be ‘creek dependent’.
This means that the design of particular activities 
should be compatible with the ecology of the creek, 
and in some way respond to the creek environment, 
providing experiences that cannot be replicated 
elsewhere.

What The Community Asked For

Expanding the diversity of activities along the creek 
has been a recurring request from the community.  A 
wider range of activities and experiences will help 
build more regular usage and ownership amongst the 
community. Transforming the creek corridor from a 
monoculture to a diversity of culture is important.

Types Of Activities &  Spaces

These are the variety of public spaces and landscape 
types scattered along the length of the linear park. 
These should be carefully arranged at regular intervals 
and appropriate locations to create activity ‘stepping 
stones’ along the creek. These includes play spaces 
and play elements, gathering spaces (barbecues and 
shelters), resting places, individual seats, lookouts, 
community gardens, pathways, toilets, sports and 
recreational facilities and associated car parking and 
buildings.

COMPONENT 34 - PLAY SPACES

The creek has always been a playful environment 
and of great attraction to children and provides a 
wonderful opportunity to build lifelong connections 
between children and Nature. Creeks and waterways 
hold great fascination for children.  While the creek 
itself is a wonderful playground, the creation of a 
‘necklace’ of creek playgrounds at regular intervals 
along the linear park will provide important stepping 
stones along the creek.

There is an opportunity for a connected series of 
play spaces and play opportunities along the creek 
that explore the theme of water and nature.  These 
playgrounds should not be generic (i.e. not contain 
typical experiences found in other playgrounds), build 
on the existing experiences available along the creek 
and allow for the interaction with natural elements and 
materials.

Typical Spacing = 2 kilometres

Number of People = 1-50 people

COMPONENT 32- RESTING PLACES

Resting places are restful and contemplative moments 
along the linear park where individuals or small groups 
of people can pause and enjoy the creek environment.  
Resting places are typically located in particularly 
beautiful, relaxing or interesting places. They may 
be located some distance off the main pathway and 
primarily consist of seating. Spacing of seating should 
be at regular intervals along the creek, allowing people 
to ‘hop’ from resting place to resting place. Resting 
places may also include scenic lookouts over the 
creek, as well as bird hides for bird watching.

Typical spacing = 400 metres

Number of people = 1-4 people

COMPONENT 33 - GATHERING SPACES

Places along the linear park where people can gather 
for formal and informal events, such as birthday 
parties, barbecues and gatherings.  Gathering spaces 
are typically located where there is sufficient space, 
often in parks. These spaces may include shelters, 
seating and bench tables, as well as tree planting and 
lawn for activities.

Typical Spacing = 1 kilometre

Number of People = 4-20 people
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3.3 Stakeholder Feedback

All Options
• 	Recommend	Arborist	Report	to	determine	which	trees	

could be removed to assist with design options. 

• All	options	should	have	the	shared	path	upgraded	to	concrete.	

• Interest	to	know	if	there	is	a	priority	list	of	projects	
for	Moonee	Ponds	Creek	that	can	inform	other	
projects	e.g.	shared	path	upgrade	works.	

• Further	investigation	required,	including	survey	of	
geotechnical, services, contamination and feature survey. 

• Extensive	community	consultation	is	required	in	the	next	stages	
of	the	project.	This	will	include	key	stakeholders	including	
the sports reserves and Strathmore North Primary School. 

• 	Moreland	City	Council	have	allocated	$50k	in	2025/26	to	
widen	the	path	from	Oak	Park	Aquatic	Centre	pavilion	
and	fix	the	open	drain	in	the	park	next	to	the	creek.

• Expand design to review opportunities to reduce 
informal parking of creek open space.

• Strathmore	North	Primary	School	requested	additional	
car parking in 2015. This has not progressed since. 

Option 1
• Want	to	see	the	additional	sections	of	Option	

1 continuing on downstream. 

• Growling Grass Frogs are currently inhabiting a very 
small	patch	of	vegetation	downstream	at	Wheeler	
St, Pascoe Vale. It highlights that even a tiny area 
of	rehabilitation	can	have	a	significant	effect.

• Possibility to make the silt traps out of recycled plastic.

• Explore covering the concrete with hexagonal mesh. 

Option 2
• Realignment of formal sharepath may create hazards with 

the new corners and trees potentially blocking sight line.

• Given	the	length	of	concrete	channel	along	the	Moonee	
Ponds Creek, Option 2 could feasibly be extended and 
realistically	financially	achievable	in	the	mid	term.

On Thursday 25th July, 2019, a stakeholder workshop was held to 
discuss the creek naturalisation design options. The stakeholder 
group	 included	 representatives	 from	 across	 Melbourne	 Water,	
Moonee	Valley	City	Council,	Moreland	City	Council	and	Friends	of	the	
Moonee	Ponds	Creek.

The stakeholder group generally favoured Option 3 that replicated 
the upper section of the creek, however the group were also keen 
to explore Option 1 to understand its potential as a future tool for 
naturalisation. 

The stakeholder group supported an integrated adoption of Options 
1 and 3 to showcase as a pilot. The multiple treatments will make for 
a	 successful	 demonstration	 project	 that	 could	 be	 applied	 variously	
further downstream. 

The	final	concept	also;

• includes associated off-line stormwater treatments 
to achieve more tangible naturalisation 

• responds	to	site	constraints	(trees,	contamination	etc)

• tells a story about the history of the site

• balances costs 

The following is a summary of their collective feedback on the four 
options.
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Option 3
• Support of informal path located lower to 

allow closer access to the water.

• Melbourne	Water	may	require	all	bridge	piers	
to be constructed outside the channel. 

• All	bridge	balustrade	will	need	to	be	offset	by	
1.0m from the shared path. Therefore the path 
will need to be a minimum of 4.0m

• 	Support	realignment	of	Herbert	St	–	Lebanon	Reserve	bridge.	

•  Include rock ripples that provide community with access to 
the	water.	Address	safety	considerations	through	design.

• 	Include	off-line	wsuds	and	vegetation	works	on	adjoining	
land	to	complement	project	and	align	with	objectives

•  Include wetland and swales in Lebanon and Oak Park reserves

• 	Utilise	the	profile	of	the	maintenance	batter	for	expanding	the	
channel or providing the new alignment of the informal path.

• Would	the	new	‘chain	of	ponds’	have	a	‘wetlands’	
function	or	would	the	normal	creek	flow	be	too	great?		

• What	would	be	the	ecological	and	environmental	cost	
benefit	of	a	chain	of	ponds/wetlands	along	the	500m	
‘Brosnan Cres’ naturalised section of creek compared 
to creating a larger wetlands along former tributaries, 
e.g.	Fisher	Reserve/Melville	Creek/Main	Drain?		

• How	do	we	factor	in	amenity	(visual/social/
project	objectives	a	and	b)	cost	benefits	that	the	
naturalisation Option 3 would certainly provide? 

• Any	replacement	of	the	footbridge	would	cause	considerable	
disruption to the Strathmore North Primary School.

Option 4
• Reduce tight curves in the shared path. 

• Concerns	about	the	significant	maintenance	burden	to	be	placed	
on	Melbourne	Water	and	whether	this	would	be	able	to	be	
sustained given their existing maintenance resourcing/regime. 

• Support of informal path located lower to 
allow closer access to the water.

• Possible stormwater treatment elements at Lebanon Reserve 
are	supported	however	design	resolution	is	required	for	
relocation of reserve elements including cricket nets. 

•  Some concerns regarding safety where proposed path is 
leading to formal shared path from play space at Lebanon 
Reserve	and	if	further	fencing	consideration	are	required.	

• May	not	be	supported	by	path	users	as	it	appears	to	take	
pedestrians	and	cyclists	further	away	from	the	creek.	All	trees	
will need to be a minimum 1.0m from the shared path

• Will	require	rock	lined	pilot	channel	as	it	will	still	receive	
the	high	flow	events	that	may	cause	erosion	and	scour.

• 	Support	realignment	of	Herbert	St	–	Lebanon	
Reserve	bridge	if	it	provides	significant	benefits.

• Unsure	Option	4	would	be	supported	due	to	high	cost,	given	
there is a lot of concrete channel that could also be ‘naturalised’. 

• Could be achieved on all existing concrete sections of the creek. 

• Possibility	of	barrelling	the	high	flow	underground,	
while	keeping	a	constant	low	flow	on	the	surface.	Could	
this be achieved on all existing concrete sections?

• Is	it	possible	to	separate	high	and	low	flows	through	
either single barrel, double barrel, and placing large 
concrete slabs across the width of the creek. The latter 
would have the advantage of preserving existing drains, 
but would be more at risk of collapse unless propped.

• Reservoirs would be needed at regular intervals, 
with	narrow	pipes	creating	a	constant	low	flow	
above the surface, and spillways to take water 
underground	in	times	of	high	flow.	This	would;

- create a ‘Chain of Ponds’ above ground with constant low 
flow	of	water,	close	to	ground	level,	with	minor	risk	of	flooding	
and all sorts of possibilities for creating natural habitats.

-	allow	Melbourne	Water	to	preserve	their	asset,	the	
risk	of	flooding	would	be	diminished	to	the	satisfaction	
of neighbouring residents, and the dangers of above 
ground	high	flows	of	water	would	be	eliminated.

Costing
• What	are	anticipated	potential	time	frames?	Funds	are	have	

been	allocated	by	MVCC	to	upgrade	the	shared	path	in	this	
area but this can be delayed if there is likelihood that the 
proposed scheme could be implemented in say 3-5 years

• Engage	with	Melbourne	Water	major	program	
delivery estimator to ensure accurate costing

• Include functional and detail design within cost 
summary - typically 5-8% of construction cost

• Cost	of	flow	diversions	seem	low,	unlike	Daylighting	
Dandenong	Creek,	Arnold	and	Blind	Creek	there	is	no	
infrastructure you can use during construction to bypass 
flows.	You	may	need	to	construct	a	pipeline	to	carry	normal	
flows,	and/or	pump	every	day	during	construction.

• Option	3	and	4	will	still	require	item	2.04	saw	cut	concrete	
as an item as well as carting and removing concrete.

• Is	the	path	on	the	northern	side	possible	without	significant	
earthworks making an accessible batter? From memory that 
section	of	the	MPC	is	super	steep.	I	would	have	thought:

• You’d need to remove the wing wall of the channel 
for	750m,	current	allowance	is	only	$150k

• Batter	back	that	wall	which	would	be	a	significant	volume	of	
earthworks	to	provide	space	for	a	path	near	creek,	$0	allowance

• Reinforce	with	rock	as	it	would	receive	flows	,	$0	allowance

•  Include functional and detailed design costings 
as well as costings for Geotech and 5-10% 
provisional cost for contamination

• [What	was	cost	of	Herbert	St	project?]	Project	cost	$200,000	




